
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (24) of the FSR FMG  

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: 9th of March 2020 

Location: C2.07 

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Teun Prins, Marc Janvier-Olsen, Alexandra Rosca, Nadya 

Manuputty, Birgit Peters, Artem Gryshchenko, Siddharth Jethwani 

(first half), Minou de Rosa Silvera (first half).  

 

Absent FSR ’19-20: Tom Flipse, Viktoriia Akhankova, Siddharth Jethwani (last half), 

Minou de Rosa Silvera (last half), Ana Mar Kreutzenbeck Pérez.  

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek. 

Listener: Lieve Bastiaan (AS as from the 1st of April 2020).  

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action points  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1: OER  

9. Topic 2: OV4  

10. Topic 3: FSR Newsletter  

11. Topic 4: PR Events  

12. Topic 5: Day of Representatives  

12. Any other business 

13. Points for the CSR 

14. Points for the Media 

15. Questions and Closing  
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1. Opening  

Alex opens the meeting at 17:16.  

 

2. Announcements  

• Birgit has to leave 20 minutes earlier.  

• Lieve Bastiaan (the new AS) is present, she introduces herself.  

Vote: The FSR FMG ’19-’20 votes to hire Lieve Bastiaan as its new Official Secretary. 

The voting proposal was approved per acclamation.   

 

3. Setting the concept minutes of PV 23 

The minutes of the PV of the 2nd of March are set with some changes.  

4. Action points  

The action list is updated.  

 

5. Mail 

4/3 Marieke Brand: Fwd: FW: invitation meeting career obstruction. The OR (workers council) 

will organise a (Dutch) meeting on social safety and career obstruction on Wednesday the 18th 

of March, 15:00-17:00.   

➔ This is a get together for faculty members, not for students, Alex thinks it is not for the 

FSR members to go to.  

 

9/3 Green Office: Eco-Friendly Renting System at UvA 

➔ Birgit: for the DoR tomorrow, we fixed the plates from the associations. So this renting 

system won’t be necessary, even though it is a good initiative.  

 

9/3 Sid: Fwd: Case of Public Policy and Governance Resit. There was a violation of the OER 

in the public policy (Political Science) exam resit. This will be looked into in the next meeting 

of the PC of political science with the director of the college.  

➔ Sid will be going on the 23rd of March and will be updating the council on any 

developments.  

 

6. Updates  

Update by the delegate to the CSR 

There's not a lot to report on in relation to the CSR last week, as the PV was cancelled due to 

the fact that meeting pieces were not submitted on time. However, as previously discussed in 

our PV's and in the PR, I created a timetable for you where you can identify the preferred date 

for the Instagram stories takeover. Please try to fill it in as soon as possible (before the PV 

ideally). If you don't want to participate in a takeover, just put your name at the bottom of the 

table. 
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 Birgit asks how the article by Folia was received by the CSR. Sid wishes to prevent a 

conflict between Folia and the CSR, Artem will communicate this to the CSR. 

 The contemplation room meeting with FSR and CSR members took place: the CSR and 

the law faculty seem excited to work on the contemplation room, so the FSR FMG will support 

them in their endeavours. Ideas mentioned were painting the walls and organising for better 

seats. The proposals were put on a list in order of priority.  

 

200309-1: Teun will upload the ideas for the contemplation room on Slack.  

 

Update by the chair  

I don’t have anything to add for chair updates as I was sick all week. Next week will definitely 

be more intense!  

 

Update by the committee chair O&C 

The scheduled evaluation of the O&C committee didn't take place due to sickness of Alex and 

Vika. We postponed it to next Wednesday, hoping that they'll feel better soon. Luckily we had 

Nadya back in the squad again!  

We used the committee meeting to finalize the objectives of our part of the DoR, Sid 

and Nadya worked in the remainder of the week on finishing the slides and preparing for the 

event. 

Besides that, the OERen required a lot of attention from committee members. Tomorrow 

during the PV we the council will decide on the advice the FSR FMG will send to the faculty. 

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The DoR will be the second topic discussed, since Birgit has to leave earlier today and she 

wants to be there for the discussion. The agenda is set with this change.  

 

8. Topic 1: OER (phase: discussion/decision) 

The council discusses the OERs. The deadline to send the advices to the dean is 10/03/2020. 

Thus, this is the opportunity to voice any last-minute concerns. Sid has prepared advices for a 

number of OER’en already. There are no changes / comments mentioned by the council 

members, so the council members agree with the taskforce OER’en to go on and write their 

advices. We will see how it goes after the upcoming meetings.  

 

9. Topic 2: OV4 (phase: discussion) 

The council determines whether any changes need to be made on the agenda for OV4. It is 

ensured that the topics can be prepared succinctly. Members are reminded of the deadline for 

strategy documents and the date of the OV preparation meeting. 
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The dean wishes to take the topic OER out of the agenda, since the OER is already scheduled 

for the 5th OV this year. However, the FSR still wants to discuss this and intends to keep this 

topic on its agenda.  

Code of conduct: will be discussed in the OWI meeting: how will the question be 

framed, and how will it be put in the UvA-Q? The dean is against using the code of conduct for 

this question but prefers ‘social safety’ as a question for the survey. So the FSR should come 

up with possible formulations (so students will know what it means) and arguments as to why 

this should be included. There should also be a link in the survey to the code of conduct, so the 

students will be able to read the code of conduct if they want to do so. The fileholders / the 

committee should discuss strategies for this topic. Teun agrees, but also wants to discuss this in 

the PV at some point (once a strategy has been set up).  

Sexual harassment: workshops for study associations and -advisers. Just like the fire 

training, a sexual harassment should be offered. In tomorrow’s DoR session, we can ask the 

other student representatives about this. Some study associations have a trust person, should the 

trust person be the one to follow the sexual harassment training?  

 Elections: the FSR should come up with proposals, the dean can agree with these or 

disagree.  

Appointment of new director of graduate school of CS: he/she will join the OV, we will 

get the chance to ask some questions.  

 

Birgit proposes that Alex meets with Arend prior to the OV to instruct him what to do in the 

OV / how to handle his chair position during the meeting. This could happen during the OV 

preparation as well.  

 

200309-2: Alex will discuss the strategy for the topic of elections on the OV with Sid and Teun.  

200309-3: Alex sets up whentomeet for the OV preparation.  

 

10. Topic 3: FSR Newsletter (phase: decision/discussion) 

PR presents topics they would like to include in the newsletter along with the date by which 

they intend to have the newsletter published. PR asks council members whether they would like 

to add any topics to the newsletter or contribute in any other way, shape or form. 

 

PR wants to discuss with the rest of the council as to what can be included in the newsletters. 

The content of the newsletter should not be the same as the Toilet Paper. Birgit proposes to 

send the newsletters via Canvas, but Alex notes that the contact person for Canvas is not 

replying very fast and that this process might take too long. Artem proposes to take this to the 

OV. Birgit will send Alex the office number and telephone number of the contact person.  
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Birgit wants to post the newsletter on Facebook or spread it in some other way, since she never 

gets the newsletter (email connection problem) and in case she gets them, she does not read 

them.  

 

200309-4: Robin will send examples of last year’s newsletters to PR.  

 

11. Topic 4: PR Events (phase: discussion) 

The council is updated on the planning of PR events along with potential dates PR wishes to 

host them. Council members are requested to determine the feasibility of these dates. PR then 

proceeds to create a promotional plan. 

Sid: a few weeks ago we voted for 5 PR events, in last weeks PR meeting they discussed 

it more concretely. We hope that everyone can be present during these events. List of date that 

PR proposed,  

• First event: speed dating with council members in the 1st week of May, this date is prior 

to the election week.  

• FSR info session: no date yet 

• Focus group student involvement: prior to the 5th OV (as an addition to the student 

involvement survey’) on the 23rd of April. Teun is wondering if all council members 

should be there, Alex thinks this is not supposed to be a traditional/ scientific focus 

group, for more of an informal event to gather opinions in a casual way.  

• Let’s talk OER: information session on social media (Instagram), not a ‘face-to-face’ 

event.  

• Post exam rant session: to interact in a more fun manner, we can host it in the office 

with some tosti’s etc. 8th of April.  

• Future of the FSR event: Sid proposes to do this after the transfer weekend, so the 

members of the incoming council could be there as well. Robin comments that this does 

not have to be held after the transfer weekend per se, since the council members for ’20-

’21 will be known some time before the transfer weekend already.  

 

Artem thinks the party members should already be invited to the PV’s / other meetings, so they 

can get a more objective image of how the different functions in the FSR work.  

 

200309-5: All council members check (by Wednesday) if they can be there for the proposed 

event dates by PR and communicate this to PR.  

 

12. Topic 5: Day of Representatives (phase: discussion) 

The council determines whether any last-minute preparations need to be made for the DoR.  

➔ All council members should be at A2.06 at 4:45 by the latest. There will be a walk in 

until 5:10.  
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➔ Taking minutes: for the sexual harassment part, Robin will make minutes, to have some 

‘proof’ of how important this is to the students.  

➔ Minou, Marc and Birgit will be setting up the food / cleaning up. Everyone should stay 

until the end.  

➔ There is a bar staff borrel in the common room at the end, we will try to have the 

machine running and do the rest of the dishes by hand.  

➔ There will be no beer, just tea / water.  

➔ Teun recommends to keep the time in mind this time, the collaborators for the DoR 

should know this as well.  

 

Content of the programme: E&C: academic community: we have three sub themes: 

collaboration, coordination and communication. Sid will tell the delegates about HST (as an 

example). A mentimeter will be used.  

 

12. Any other business  

There was no AOB. 

 

13. Points for the CSR 

Artem has left already.  

 

14. Points for the media 

Birgit cannot make it on all of the days that were proposed for the Instagram takeovers, and she 

is not sure whether she wants to do it either. Alex is fine with this, it is understandable.  

 Teun is not sure the Instagram followers want to know anything about the personal life 

of council members, so he proposes to keep it about council work. Alex mentions that Sid 

thought it would be less intimidating if council members would talk about other matters as well, 

so potential council members know they will still have a life next to the council. Council 

members can still sign up for the takeovers.  

 

15. Questions and Closing  

• Nadya: on the 27th of March we want to go out, all council members can join in!  

• All council members introduce themselves more elaborately to Lieve.  

• 200309-6: Nadya will make an oversight of all important transfer dates and distribute 

it to all of the student parties.  

Alex closes the meeting at 18:42 

 

Action list 

200309-1: Teun will upload the ideas for the contemplation room on Slack. 

200309-2: Alex will discuss the strategy for the topic of elections on the OV with Sid and Teun.  

200309-3: Alex sets up whentomeet for the OV preparation.  
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200309-4: Robin will send examples of last year’s newsletters to PR.  

200309-5: All council members check (by Wednesday) if they can be there for the proposed 

event dates by PR and communicate this to PR.  

200309-6: Nadya will make an oversight of all important transfer dates and distribute it to all 

of the student parties.  

200302-1: PR looks into making a promotion schedule and into a timeframe for ordering 

merchandise.  

200217-1: O&F discusses who will go to the quality agreements presentation. 

200217-4: The ODC of Psychology schedules its next meetings.  

200217-5: The ODC of POW schedules its next meetings.  

200217-12: Sid devises a plan of action for pursuing council credits by the PV of 6 April. 

200122-5: Ana Mar prepares a half year budget report for the 9th of March.  

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: Updates of the chairman, delegate and committee chairpersons shall be sent no later 

than 24 hours before the PV. 

160426-8: The AS / chair forwards e-mails about OWI meetings under the heading 

Confidential. 

160915-1: PR maintains an internal promotion schedule and keeps the PV informed. 

161027-1: Everyone authorizes someone who is absent from the PV by sending an e-mail to 

the DB. 

161013-3: Everyone thinks about a time schedule of his/her files and discusses it in the CV’s. 

162112: If the FSR discusses something with education directors that is relevant to the domain, 

it must be communicated to the relevant OC/ODC. 

170124-1: The AS answers every email that it is passed on to the file holder and that he/she 

will answer it. 

170124-2: Everybody puts the AS in the CC when responding to emails. 

171013-7: Every one puts updates of workgroups (that do not fall under one a certain 

committee) in a reply to all in the PV agenda mail. 

171107-7: Everyone reads the CSR agenda prior to the PV. 
171212-2: Everyone keeps his/her file archive on the drive updated. 

171212-5: Everyone likes the FB and Instagram posts. 

190212-7: All OC listeners ensure a good communication with the OC’s (requesting them to 

send minutes, advices, to transparent about issues in the programs).  

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to a OC meeting when 

needed. 

191113-6: Birgit will write a rough version of the evaluation on the DoR. 

191211-4: The FSR ’19-‘20 makes sure the FSR of ’20-‘21 plans their first ODC’s right at the 

start of the year (OR should be invited as well).  

200210-14: When council members have read a message in Slack, they make this known by 

replying with an emoji.  

191127-7: In the PC meetings, everyone asks the personal contact info (phone numbers and 

emails) of their PC members and BoS-students. Sid and Minou will make sure the platform is 

set up. 

 


